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Abstract
Background: CRISPR/Cas9 system, a Genome editing technique, can achieve the purpose of gene
knockout and gene insertion. Because we want to study the relationship between Rab7 and renal fibrosis
in vivo, we should construct Rab7-knock-in mice.

Results: We constructed Rab7-knock-in mice by CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Using the identification of PCR,
southern blot and sequencing, the detected results were in line with our expectation.

Conclusions: We constructed Rab7-knock-in mice successful, which can be provided for studying the
relationship between Rab7 and renal fibrosis.

Background
Genome editing is a technique to modify the genome at a specified point and obtain the expected
genome sequence of the organism for producing genetic changes[1]. It mainly involves DNA sequence
knock-out, insertion, fixed point mutation and combinatorial editing. Genome editing technology has
increasingly become a hotspot in biological research. Currently, genome editing technology mainly
includes macroribozyme technology, zinc-finger nuclease technology, transcriptional activator effector
nuclease technology and CRISPR related nuclease technology.
The CRISPR/Cas system is a prokaryotic immune system designed to resist invasion of foreign genetic
material, such as bacteriophage viruses and foreign plasmids. It also provides an acquired immunity to
bacteria which is similar to the secondary immunity of mammals. When bacteria are invaded by viruses
or foreign plasmids, it will produce a corresponding "memory" that can resist their reinvasion.
CRISPR related nuclease technology only needs a small guide RNA to identify specific DNA, and a new
site only needs a new gRNA, which greatly simplifying the process of genome editing, expanding the
selection of target sites, and having greater potential. The CRISPR system can also be used for targeted
gene mutations and gene modification, aimed to the deletion of large fragments of DNA and complex
gene editing.
Because we wanted to study the relationship between Rab7 and renal fibrosis in vivo, we constructed
Rab7-knock-in mice by CRISPR/Cas9 technology, using PCR, southern blot and sequencing to identify
them.

Results

Selection of the targeting vector
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Targeting Strategy of mouse Rab7-ROSA26 knock-in project was shown as (Fig. 1A). Mouse genomic
fragments containing homology arms were amplified from BAC clone by using high fidelity Taq, and were
sequentially assembled into a targeting vector together with recombination sites and selection markers
shown as (Fig.1B). The targeting vector was digested by restriction enzymes for confirmation purposes
(Fig.1C). And sequence of the final targeting vector were shown as (Fig. 2, 3).

The identification of PCR and southern blot
The gRNA to mouse ROSA26 gene, the donor vector containing mouse Rab7 cDNA, and Cas9 were
coinjected into fertilized mouse eggs to generate targeted knockin offspring. F0 founder animals were
identified by PCR followed by sequence analysis, which were bred to wildtype mice to test germline
transmission and F1 animal generation. The genotyping strategy of PCR screening was shown
as(Fig.4A). F1 animals 21, 22, 23, 26 and 28 were identified positive by PCR screening for region 1 and
region 2 (Fig.4B). The correct gene targeting in 5 F1 animals (21, 22, 23, 26 and 28) were confirmed by
Southern blot analysis of the tail DNA samples. The strategy of Southern blot analysis is shown
as(Fig.4C). Expected Fragment Sizes for Southern Blot: (5’Probe-SspI: 4.09 kb-WT, 7.03 kb-MT/ 3’ProbeMfeI: 12.61 kb-WT, 10.39 kb-MT). All of the five mice (21, 22, 23, 26 and 28) were confirmed correct by
Southern blot analysis(Fig.4D).

Sequencing confirmation of Rab7-knock-in mice
The diagram of sequencing confirmation was shown as(Fig.5A). And as one example of positive mice,
the mouse Rab7 cDNA was knocked-in successfully(Fig. 5B).

Dicussion
CRISPR cluster is a family of special DNA repeats widely existing in the genomes of bacteria and
archaea. It is a cluster of short palindromic repeats at regular intervals, distributed among 40% of
sequenced bacteria and 90% of sequenced archaea. The CRISPR sequence consists of a number of short
and conservative repeats and spacers. Repeat sequence region contains palindrome sequence, which can
form hairpin structure. The spacers are special, they are the foreign DNA sequences captured by bacteria.
This is the equivalent of a "blacklist" of the bacterial immune system. CRISPR/Cas system strikes with
precision when the foreign genetic material invades again. The leader in the upstream is considered to be
the promoter of the CRISPR sequence. In addition, there is a polymorphic family gene that can interact
with the CRISPR sequence region. Therefore, the gene is named CRISPR associated gene(Cas). The Cas
gene coevolve with the CRISPR sequence to form a highly conserved CRISPR/Cas system in bacteria.
Actually, CRISPR/Cas9 technology takes three steps to destroy the foreign DNA.
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Firstly, the CRISPR/Cas system implements a "blacklist registration" function in this step. The
CRISPR/Cas system identify the intruder's "name" (PAM) and find its "id card" (original interval sequence),
and then record the intruder's identity information as a "file" (interval sequence) to the "blacklist" (CRISPR
sequence). When a phage virus invades a host bacterium, the virus's double-stranded DNA is injected into
the cell. The CRISPR/Cas system intercepts a sequence from this foreign DNA as an "identity card" of the
foreign DNA and integrates it into the genomic CRISPR sequence as a new interval sequence. Therefore,
the identity card corresponding to the interval sequence is called protospacer. However, the selection of
"id card" is not random. Several bases extending to both ends of the proto-spacer sequence are
conservative and are called proto-spacer adjacent motif (PAM). When the virus invests, the proteins
encoded by Cas will scan the foreign DNA and identify the PAM region, and then take the DNA sequence
adjacent to PAM as the candidate original interval sequence. Subsequently, the Cas protein cuts the
original spacer sequence from the foreign DNA and inserts the original spacer sequence into the
downstream of the adjacent leading region of the CRISPR sequence with the assistance of other
enzymes. In this way, a new interval sequence is added to the CRISPR sequence of the genome.
Secondly, some special structures are needed to destroy the foreign DNA. When foreign DNA invades, the
CRISPR sequence transcribes two kinds of RNA under the regulation of the promoter in the leading region,
named pre-crRNA and tracrRNA. TracrRNA is an RNA with hairpin structure transcribed from repetitive
sequence region, while pre-crRNA is a large RNA transcribed from the whole CRISPR sequence. Then precrRNA, tracrRNA and proteins encoded by Cas9 are assembled into a complex. It will select the
corresponding "identity card", and cut the sequence with the help of RNase Ⅲ. Eventually a complex
consisted of crRNA, Cas9, and tracrRNA is formed.
Finally, it's the process of targeted interference. This complex will scan the entire foreign DNA sequence
and identify the original spacer sequence that is complementary to crRNA. Then, the complex locates the
region of the PAM and the DNA double strand is unwound, forming the R-loop. The crRNA will hybridize to
the complementary strand, while the other strand remains free. Cas9 protein can cut the target DNA by
two nuclease domains within the molecule, each of which is responsible for cutting a DNA strand in the
R-loop of the target DNA. In the end, the Cas9 protein breaks the double strand and the expression of the
foreign DNA is silenced.
CRISPR/Cas is a powerful tool for gene editing, allowing precise and targeted editing of genes. With the
participation of guide RNA and Cas9, the cell genome DNA to be edited will be treated as a virus or
foreign DNA. But there are limits to the use of CRISPR/Cas9. A relatively conservative PAM sequence is
necessary to exist near the region to be edited. And guide RNA is complementary to the sequence bases
upstream of PAM. The most basic technique is gene knock-out. If two guide RNAs are designed in the
upstream and downstream of the gene, and they are transferred into the cell together with the plasmid
containing Cas9, the guide RNA can target the target sequence near PAM through base complementary
pairing, and Cas9 will break the DNA double strand in the upstream and downstream of the gene. The
organism itself has a response mechanism of DNA damage repair, which connects the sequences at the
upper and lower ends of the break, thus achieving the knockout of the target gene in the cell. If a repair
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template plasmid (donor DNA) is introduced to the cell on this basis, then the cell will introduce fragment
insertion or fixed point mutation in the repair process according to the template provided. This allows for
gene replacement or mutation. Gene editing of fertilized egg cells and introducing them into the surrogate
mother can construct the gene editing animal model.
However, the commonly used CRISPR/Cas9 system still has several defects. It does not have strict
matching requirements for guide RNA, and Cas9 may not follow the instructions of guide RNA for random
cutting, resulting in missed editing and even large segment loss at the remote editing site. But A.V.
Anzalone et al.[2] improved these problems, on the one hand, they modified Cas9 protein so that it could
only cut off the double-stranded DNA in a chain. On the other hand, a template RNA of DNA was added to
connected with guide RNA, which became the editing extension guide RNA(pegRNA). A reverse
transcriptase was also added to the Cas accordingly, and the DNA from the reverse transcription of the
template RNA was used to repair the target site. Thus, the problems of editing miss and insertion deletion
were greatly improved.
With the deepening and comprehensive research on CRISPR/Cas9 technology, it will be more accurate
and easy to construct transgenic animals to study human diseases, for making greater contributions to
human health in the future.

Conclusion
Our work constructed the Rab7-knock-in mice successfully by CRISPR/Cas9 technology. And It provided
the model to us for studying the relationship between Rab7 and renal fibrosis.

Methods

Animals
WT C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Maijiesi (Nanjing, China), gRNA was specifically introduced into
the ROSA26 locus of C57BL/6 mice. Together with a plasmid containing mouse Rab7 cDNA and cas9,
the gRNA was injected into fertilized mouse eggs by prokaryotic microinjection to establish Rab7-knock-in
mice. After experimentation, the WT mice were euthanized after sedated by 4% chloral hydrate (350
mg/kg).

DNA extraction and PCR
We used TaKaRa MiniBEST Universal Genomic DNA Extraction kit to gain high purity of genomic DNA. a.
Add 180 μL of Buffer GL, 20 μL of Proteinase K and 10 μL of RNase A per tail piece (2-5 mm) in a
microcentrifuge tube. b. Incubate the tube at 56℃ overnight. c. Spin in microcentrifuge at 12,000 rpm for
2 minutes to remove impurities. d. Add 200 μL Buffer GB and 200 μL absolute ethyl alcohol with
sufficient mixing. e. Place the spin Column in a collection tube. Apply the sample to the spin and
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centrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 2 min, discard flow-through. f. Add 500 μL Buffer WA to the spin column and
centrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 1 min, discard flow-through. g. Add 700 μL Buffer WB to the spin column and
centrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 1 min, discard flow-through. h. Repeat step 4. i. Place the spin Column in a
collection tube and centrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 2 min. j. Place the spin Column in a new 1.5ml tube. Add
50~200 μL sterilized water or elution buffer to the center of the column membrane and let the column
stand 5min. k. To elute DNA, centrifuge the column at 12,000 rpm for 2 min. To increase the yield of DNA,
add the flow-through and/or 50~200 μL sterilized water or elution buffer to the center of the spin column
membrane and let the column stand 5 min. Centrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 2 min. l. Quantify to genomic
DNA. Eluted genomic DNA can be quantified by electrophoresis.
PCR Primers for Region 1: 5’arm forward primer (F1): 5’-AATTCCTGTGTCCTCCAAACTCAG-3’/ 3’KI reverse
primer (R1): 5’-AGATGTACTGCCAAGTAGGAAAGTC-3’. PCR Primers for Region 2: 5’KI forward primer (F2):
5’-GGTTGGCTATAAAGAGGTCATCAG-3’/ 3’arm reverse primer (R2): 5’TCCAAACTGCATAGCAACATTTAACACAG-3’.

Southern Blot
a.DNA molecule. b. DNA was prepared by agarose gel electrophoresis. c. Put the gel into HCl for purine
removal, when the bromophenol blue in the gel turns yellow, take it out. d. Wash it twice with ddH2O, and
then put it into NaOH for 45 min. e. Place the rubber bottom upward on the filter paper. f. Cut the nylon
film of the same size as the glue and lay it on the glue. g. Cover the nylon membrane with plastic cloth,
cut a piece of filter paper of the same size as the nylon membrane, and lay it on the nylon membrane. h.
Put it overnight. i. After the transfer, mark the cut angle of nylon film, put it on a piece of filter paper, UV
cross-linking 30s. j. Pre hybridization. k. Hybridization. l. Recover the hybrid liquid and freeze it, 14. Add
50 ml 0.5 × SSC / 0.1% SDS preheated at 66 ℃ into the hybrid tube, wash at 66 ℃ for 30 min. m.Add
washing buffer and soak for 5 min. n. Add blocking buffer. o. Add antibody solution, and incubated at 25
℃ for 1 h. p. Take the nylon film out of the hybrid tube and put it into the large culture with detection
buffer, soak for 5 minutes. q. Add CSPD solution evenly, 37 ℃ incubation for 10 min. r. Press the film for
2 h. s. Film developing.
Primers for 5’Probe: 5’Probe forward primer: 5’-AAACCAGGGCTTTTGCCCACTAC-3’, 5’Probe reverse
primer: 5’-TTGTGACAACTCTGGTCGCTCGT-3’. Primers for 3’Probe: 3’Probe forward primer: 5’TTCTGGGCAGGCTTAAAGGCTAAC-3’, 3’Probe reverse primer: 5’-AGGAGCGGGAGAAATGGATATGAAG-3’.

Sequencing
Sequencing Primer for Region 1 PCR product: 5’Sequence primer (F3): 5’CACTTGCTCTCCCAAAGTCGCTC-3’. Sequencing Primer for Region 2 PCR product: 3’Sequence primer
(R3): 5’-ATACTCCGAGGCGGATCACAA-3’.
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Abbreviations
gRNA: guide RNA; WT: Wild Type; PAM: Proto-spacer Adjacent Motif
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Figures

Figure 1
Selection of the targeting vector. A. The targeting strategy. B. The diagram of linearized targeting vector.
C. PCR results of enzyme digestion of final vector. (1. AhdI : 6.0/4.8/3.3) (2. DrdI : 7.7/3.2/1.9/1.4) (3.
NcoI : 5.0/4.8/2.5/1.3/0.6) (Kbp).
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Figure 2
Sequence of the final targeting vector. Homology arms are in green. KI region is in blue. Exons are blod.
Sequence confirmed regions are underlined
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Figure 3
Sequence of the final targeting vector. Homology arms are in green. KI region is in blue. Exons are blod.
Sequence confirmed regions are underlined.
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Figure 4
The identification of PCR and southern blot. A. The strategy of PCR. B. The results of PCR. C. The strategy
of southern blot analysis. D. The results of southern blot.
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Figure 5
Sequencing confirmation. A. The strategy of sequencing confirmation. B. The results of sequencing.
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